Bob Lancer
Life, Work, and Parenting Solutions
SINCE 1980 Bob Lancer has been empowering audiences around the world to
take charge of their personal and professional lives through his dynamic and
engaging keynote addresses, seminars, books, recordings, videos and through his
own popular motivational radio show broadcasting to 35 states over the radio
since 1996 as well as worldwide over the Internet. His enlightening presentations
to parents and teachers empower them to raise, reach and teach children with love
to fulfill their glorious potential. A former schoolteacher himself, he is also a highly sought after motivator of young people, inspiring and teaching them how to
make their dreams come true and to make a positive difference in the world.
Bob Lancer shares his expertise in raising levels of effectiveness for higher
levels of professional success through his keynotes and seminars at businesses,
conventions, and association conferences worldwide. In addition, he lifts up
community groups, government agencies and individuals of all walks of life, including retired senior citizens,
parents of special needs children, and adults in severely challenging economic and social circumstances.
In addition to addressing specific issues of crucial importance to success and the quality of life, including work-life balance, relationship building, networking, great leadership practices, team-building, time mastery, and mastering times of change and uncertainty, Bob Lancer presents his unique Family Power
ProgramsTM to schools and government agencies, as well as to businesses and professional groups who understand that raising profits through employee performance levels depends upon the quality and stability of the
employee's family life. In these powerful live presentations Bob Lancer imparts profoundly positive parenting and marriage skills for creating and sustaining stable harmony in the family that supports the health and
success of every family member.
Bob Lancer's transformative life, work, marriage, and parenting solutions have been featured on network television and in national magazines, as well as in prestigious newspapers and on local TV and radio
shows around the nation. His books have been published in the U.S. and abroad.
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